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The ‘Mystic Mac’ is back and is ready once again to make his presence felt at the stage 
where it all began. In the highly-awaited, UFC 257 fight card – two of the most exciting 
mixed martial artists will battle it out at the Etihad Arena on Yas Island, Abu Dhabi to 

prove their supremacy in the lightweight category. This is a rematch between No. 
2-ranked lightweight and former interim champion Dustin Poirier and former 

featherweight and lightweight champion Conor McGregor – UFC 257. Conor McGregor 
– 22-4 – has claimed that he’s hugry as ever and is looking for more blood and vigour in 

the lead-up to fighting Poirier – 26-1-6 – on Sunday. 
 

Poirier and McGregor met in 2014, with McGregor scoring a knockout in less than two 
minutes. The Irishman would go on to win the featherweight and lightweight 

championships while also retiring multiple times, entering the boxing ring against Floyd 
Mayweather Jr. and having several issues with the law. Poirier eventually made his own 
move to lightweight, finding the most success of his career and capturing the interim title 

in the division. All these years later, McGregor vs. Poirier feels like a fresh pairing. 
 

https://espn-tv.site/ufc/?v=mcgregor+vs+poirier


Max Holloway destroyed Calvin Kattar last weekend in the first UFC event of the new 
year while Michael Chiesa beat Neil Magny in a special midweek show on Wednesday 

evening. 
 

Now, it’s time for the big one as McGregor makes his long-awaited return to the 
octagon. 

 
McGregor beat Poirier at UFC 178 in September 2014 but both fighters have been 

through a lot since then. 
 

They are now ready to go at it once more in what promises to be a thriller in the Middle 
East. 

 
The Conor McGregor vs Dustin Poirior 2 live stream is the first big UFC bout of 2021 

and it's live from the brand new Etihad Arena on Fight Island this Saturday. MMA legend 
Conor 'The Notorious' McGregor will throw down against Dustin 'The Diamond' Poirer in 
a rematch of their epic 2014 clash. Ready for the return of the king? Here's how watch a 

UFC 257 live stream, wherever you are in the world. 
 

 


